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collaboration with jim leftwich’s ‘six months aint no sentence—book  57’, entry written by peter
ganick… …

this is my collaboration with jim leftwich’s ‘six months aint no sentence’. unpardonably written in
words without images.

thought has no part of it. vision/visibility has even less.

the reason for the collaboration is pleasant, but serious. nothing gets in the way of the
collaboration.

leftwich’s writing is always a freeing-up. frees up efforts of anyone/everyone in the process of
reading the resultant text. it is not delinquent to say ‘six months……’ can become ‘six years…..’
even ‘six decades-onto centuries……’. will poetry be there after that time—regardless of its
survival.

leftwich’’s writing of this text is a lightness, a grateful lightness. the text comes and goes. it is
more or less than it is. it has no parts, the books’ individuality is debatable. [are all books
separate or one continuum.]

without making mr leftwich uncomfortable—it is the opinion and prophecy [even] of this writer—a
poet, a friend of the writer, a publisher of the writer—we will be discussing/talking about his
writing a long long long time from now now now [even].
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Reed Altemus
22 hours ago near Portland, ME ·

sorting through 6 months of mail: some make the hall of fame, others the trash can. Some
people matter to me but like everyone I play favorites. Saving the interesting publications of
course. This is what it's like to have an address which is to a certain extent public, one is like a
moving target for all kinds of bullshit, some people thrive on it, I did for years, but now I am
honestly tired. Such is mail art. As one rubber stamp I came across said "not very creative".

Like ·  · Share · Unfollow Post

Bela Grimm, Reid Wood, Allan Bealy and 9 others like this.
Jim Leftwich you're the only mail artist i know who throws away anything, or at least i can't think
of anyone else who has ever mentioned throwing stuff away
20 hours ago · Like
Reed Altemus from the underground to the landfill.
20 hours ago · Like · 2
Jim Leftwich why?
20 hours ago · Like
Reed Altemus No room. I live in a 375 square" flat. if Keith wants it he can have it, Jim.
20 hours ago · Like
Jim Leftwich gotcha. when john started the osu archive i was completely out of room. sue and i
were talking about renting a storage unit for the stuff. i john hadn't taken everything i honestly
don't know what would have happened to it.
20 hours ago · Like · 1
Reed Altemus renting space is not an option. I can't afford it. I was thinking of asking Keith if he
wanted it but I think he's more interested in m.a. collections which have maintained their
integrity. Part of my archive is at OSU and part at Guy Bleus archive in ...See More
20 hours ago · Like · 2
Jim Leftwich if keith doesn't want them i have room to store them until we can figure out what to
do with them
20 hours ago · Like · 1
Reed Altemus OK, Jim, thanks. I'll call Keith and see what he says and get back to you.
20 hours ago · Like
Jim Leftwich ok
20 hours ago · Like
Billy Mavreas collage ?
19 hours ago · Like · 1
Billy Mavreas i guess then you could be collaging 24/7 for a thousand years
19 hours ago · Like · 2
Reed Altemus I dunno, Billy, if I had my choice for source material for collage it would probably



not be mail art but I know lots of folks who that's what they do.
19 hours ago · Like · 1
Miekal And when Malok comes to visit he burns all his US mail art, he only keep the foreign
things. You didn't hear it from me.
19 hours ago · Like · 2
Reed Altemus toast some weenies or marshmallows over that fire!
19 hours ago · Like · 1
Mark Bloch i keep the mail burn the artists
18 hours ago · Like · 2
Reed Altemus That's because you're mentally Ill, Mark.
17 hours ago via mobile · Like
Kurt Beaulieu I think most mail artists throw away stuff, but are too chicken to say it...
17 hours ago · Like · 1
Billy Mavreas recycle !
17 hours ago · Like
Kurt Beaulieu Yes, the shoddy collages, old mail art show invitations, pages from phone books,
got into the recycling bin...
17 hours ago · Like · 1
Mark Bloch Because I am mentally ill, i have never thrown away any mail, not even my junk
mail. Not even my mail destroyed by a flood. I have spent thousands of dollars storing my mail.
Or should I say your mail.
17 hours ago · Like · 2
Ross Priddle Truman Bentley Jr. claims to burn a lot of his mail on the patio grill.
17 hours ago · Like
Kurt Beaulieu But i keep most of the things in book form...
17 hours ago · Like
Jennifer Kosharek thanks for the postcard!
16 hours ago · Like
Jennifer Kosharek if you have anything from me... ya better save it... I'm going to be a really
famous artist in 20 years.
16 hours ago · Like · 2
Sinclair Scripa Reed Altemus Mark Bloch Jim Leftwich...
1. WHO HAS THE LARGEST ARCHIVES?
...See More
11 hours ago via mobile · Like · 1
Sinclair Scripa Ps Reed Altemus... it is true that some is far more valuable than most.
11 hours ago via mobile · Like
Mark Bloch http://dlib.nyu.edu/findingaids/html/fales/bloch/
Mark Bloch Postal Art Network (PAN) Archive, 1978-2012 MSS 170
dlib.nyu.edu
Fales Library and Special CollectionsElmer Holmes Bobst Library70 Washington Squ...See
More
11 hours ago · Like · 1



Sinclair Scripa Cool Mark Bloch
11 hours ago via mobile · Like · 1
Jim Leftwich http://library.osu.edu/.../rar.../avant-writing/avant-guides
Guides to Avant Writing Collections - Ohio State University Libraries
library.osu.edu
Please note that this list does not represent all of the Avant Writing Collectio...See More
11 hours ago · Like · 1 · Remove Preview
Sinclair Scripa Thanks Jim Leftwich. .. much here to peruse!
10 hours ago via mobile · Unlike · 1
Luc Fierens Reed, maybe an option?: http://digital.lib.buffalo.edu/.../l.../collection/LIB-PC001
Mail Art :: Digital Collections :: University at Buffalo Libraries
digital.lib.buffalo.edu
Participatory, democratic, personal and expressive, as a form of artwork, Mail Art is sent, given
or exchanged via the postal service. A work of artwork becomes Mail Art once it is dispatched,
disappearing forever from the artist's hands. Mail Artists form networks and faithfully participate
in them...
6 hours ago · Unlike · 3
Luc Fierens i did send a box to Buffalo some years ago, my Homage to Fluxus to Sonia Henie
Onstad Kunstsenter and Venice/Ballet in Museum of yeisk (when Nikonova/Segay) were living
there
6 hours ago · Like · 2
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cart-hun corn vis gnuc Connect the dotted i's, Disrupt
jia ect cooks disrapt, Amplify errs, React
homemade preposii evocative the Fact, Merge errs and
declude expanding weabk the spearmint Experiment.
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Roman coriander black sesame black Cumin onion seed Black seed Roman coriander black
sesame In English, Nigella sativa seed is variously called fennel flower, nutmeg flower, black
caraway, Roman coriander, and also called black cumin. Other names used, sometimes
misleadingly, are onion seed and black sesame, both of which are similar-looking, but unrelated.
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John Crouse & Jim Leftwich
Acts 8035 - 8047

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THIRTY FIVE

smock all day: "day they sent"
they sent each: "day joined a"
joined a handful: "day prowess and"
prowess and couples: "day a particularly"
a particularly advanced: "day in neon"
in neon colors: "day mad and"
mad and despite: "day hope of"
hope of establishing: "day had the"
had the iphone: "day singing a"
singing a song: "day recital go"
recital go back: "day make her"
make her cry: "day chrome catgut."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THIRTY SIX

chrome catgut babyhood: "fizzled harvesting sneakers"
google harvesting sneakers: "fizzled punk lozenges"
surmounted punk lozenges: "fizzled thumbs blacksmiths"
window thumbs blacksmiths: "fizzled knobbed believers"
impulses knobbed believes: "fizzled accidents grackles"
arrowroot accidents grackles: "fizzled clearly mosquitos"
gawking clearly mosquitos: "fizzled cream rubberneck"
dashboard cream rubberneck: "fizzled snot hotdog"



fracas snot hotdog: "fizzled fiddle tornadoes"
seizures fiddle tornadoes: "fizzled collisions pisses"
godhead collisions pisses: "fizzled polarity fizzled"
motorcycle polarity fizzled: "fizzled the shadow."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THIRTY SEVEN

confuse the shadow: "shadow the harken"
harken the sputtered: "sputtered the stability"
stability the headlights: "headlights the memorize"
memorize the sunshine: "sunshine the cough"
cough the standards: "standards the tuba"
tuba the shortcomings: "shortcomings the valorize"
valorize the zipper: "zipper the hyperactive"
hyperactive the maybe: "maybe the contractors"
contractors the up: "up the chassis"
chassis the narrower: "narrower the eyewear"
eyewear the dulled: "dulled the zeal"
zeal the pixel: "pixel the infrastructure."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THIRTY EIGHT

infrastructure than sounded: "be retrofitted moral"
be drawn straight: "be smaller which"
especially pinched coordinates: "be thinking about
pus fat evengelical: "be headed screen"
employee drive software: "be managed or"
robotics it started: "be managed or"
squish cool reprogramming: "be managaed or"
driveways underdog underbelly: "be underscored that"
triumph shoulders vigilance: "be bother to"
driverless conquering doom: "be mistaking the"
weep quandry calculations: "be shears day"
cafeterias sprawling recalls: "be moves like."



ACT EIGHT THOUSAND THIRTY NINE

retrofitted moral questions: "which is smaller"
smaller which is: "which is thinking"
thinking about all: "which is beaded"
headed screen showed: "which is managed"
managed or tapped: "which is managed"
underscored that knowledge: "which is managed"
bother to distinguish: "which is mistaking"
mistaking the arrears: "which is smears"
shears day of: "which is movies"
moves like that: "which is deadlines"
deadlines now tucked: "which is duck"
duck duck goose: "which is duck."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND FORTY

hologram speech unimpressed: "frog roots transition"
roots reading donkeys: "dreaming authenticity geek"
authenticity sauntered consonants: "novelistic memoir constellations"
memoir solvency circumstances: "community whereabouts graphic"
whereabouts episodes teachers: "highlight nervousness transformative"
nervousness the notorious: "rubbish blame biographies"
blame archive vampires: "formatting superpowers supersize"
superpowers creative rejection: "ballpeen bimbo cleanliness"
bimbo transitioning lick: "goat convinces prejudice"
convinces affirming convinces: "costumes making indivisible"
making mud interesting: "perpetually balls teeth"
balls upside misleading: "emeritus hologram boots."



ACT EIGHT THOUSAND FORTY ONE

frog hilarious formatting: "jeffersonian ballpeen frog"
transition clever supersize: "jeffersonian ballpeen transition"
dreaming jeffersonian ballpeen: "jeffersonian ballpeen dreaming"
geek mythology cleanliness: "jeffersonian ballpeen geek"
novelistic something goat: "jeffersonian ballpeen novelistic"
constellations overview prejudice: "jeffersonian ballpeen constellations"
community cow costumes: "jeffersonian ballpeen community"
graphic tongs indivisible: "jeffersonian ballpeen graphic"
highlight resorts perpetually: "jeffersonian ballpeen highlight"
transformative screw teeth: "jeffersonian ballpeen transformative"
rubbish accidentally emeritus: "jeffersonian ballpeen rubbish"
biographies invade boots: "jeffersonian ballpeen biographies."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND FORTY TWO

fleas: "cankers gloom hormonal might winning"
cankers: "gloom hormonal might winning sidekick"
gloom: "hormonal might winning sidekick taco"
hormonal: "might winning sidekick taco viewpoints"
might: "winning sidekick taco viewpoints emotionally"
winning: "sidekick taco viewpoints emotionally um"
sidekick: "taco viewpoints emotionally um midway"
taco: "viewpoints emotionally um midway fleas"
viewpoints: "emotionally um midway fleas cankers"
emotionally: "um midway fleas cankers gloom"
um: "midway fleas cankers gloom hormonal"
midway: "fleas cankers gloom hormonal might."



ACT EIGHT THOUSAND FORTY THREE

references unaware armadillo: "let us be"
we visit rwanda: "done with the"
suspected universe amalgam: "spectacle of master"
we visit madagascar: "thinkers let us"
overweight between seriously: "be done with"
we visit libya: "the spectacle of"
plunges acceptances clicking: "master thinkers let"
we visit ethopia: "us be done"
cakes stooge denominational: "with the spectacle"
we visit ghana: "of master thinkers"
glance completes yardsticks: "let us be"
we visit nigeria: "done with the."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND FORTY FOUR

camelot astronomical poverty: "china is shock"
majority modern containment: "china is bullseye"
integrate inherently nomadic: "china is panties"
assassination plagiarism abbreviated: "china is adopt"
population congratulation manifestation: "china is the"
done so for: "china is language"
the wealthiest infants: "china is the"
know the subject: "china is same"
where is china: "china is reason"
shock bullseye panties: "china is farmworkers"
adopt the language: "china is of"
the same reason: "china is congress."



ACT EIGHT THOUSAND FORTY FIVE

farmworkers of congress: "mainstream blossoming into"
partnerships the proposed: "canada is china"
opposed the rules: "buy nothing friday"
while the farm: "mainstream blossoming into"
on stopping the: "saxophone trumpet bass"
regulators can swallow: "trumpet bass percussion"
pesticides to downgrade: "bass percussion saxophone"
challenges traumatic episodes: "percussion saxophone trumpet"
and rollover protections: "mainstream blossoming into"
pesticides over waterways: "canada is china"
moonwalk department runoff: "buy nothing friday"
chopping have never: "mainstream blossoming into."

ACT EIGHT THOUSAND FORTY SIX

mainstream needle dream: "despite the colon"
color to draw: "despite the national"
international active use: "despite the dynamic"
dynamite image interrogates: "despite the hat"
that this is: "despite the into"
into these changes: "despite the cosmetic"
domestic dramas that: "despite the veneration"
generation of women: "despite the is"
is the person: "despite the the"
the bright light: "despite the hand"
and sparsely furnished: "despite the despite"
despite the blossoming: "despite the mainstream."



ACT EIGHT THOUSAND FORTY SEVEN

axis lacks axles: "axles taxes sexes"
axes back taxes: "back heckles wincing"
hacks shackles sexes: "hexes thankful leaking"
sequin ankles back: "tanking cackle cracks"
tackle quince heckles: "antsy patsy spats"
slacks seek wincing: "evince cracker tracks"
crackles tracks hexes: "seek quince ankles"
tackle cracker thankful: "shackles back lacks"
sparkle evince leaking: "axis axes hacks"
tweak spats tanking: "sequin tackle slacks"
spank patsy cackle: "crackles  tackle sparkle"
sack antsy cracks: "tweak spank sack."

Lapsang souchong (Chinese: literally "Small plant
from Lapu mountain; is a black tea (Camellia sine
nsis) originally from the Wuyi region of the Chine
se province of Fujian. It is sometimes referred t
o as smoked tea. Lapsang is distinct from all oth
er types of tea because lapsang leaves are tradit
ionally smoke-dried over pine woodfires, taking o
n a distinctive smoky flavour. The name in Minnan
means "smoky sub-variety." Lapsang souc hong is a
member of the Wuyi Bohea family of teas. The stor
y goes that the tea was created during the Qing e
ra when the passage of armies delayed the ann ual
drying of the tea leaves in the Wuyi hills. Eager
to satisfy demand, the tea prod ucers sped up the



drying process by having their workers dry the te
a leaves over fires made from local pines. Lapsan
g souchong from the original source is increasing
ly expensive, as Wuyi is a small area and there i
s increasing interest in this variety of tea. Lap
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the Wuyi hills. Eager y goes
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Since entering the LASCO C3 field
of view, comet ISON has increased
by at least a factor of four, and
indications are it may be clo ser
to a factor of ten. In the most r
ecently available images, the com
et appears to be around magnitude
+0.5. It is now the opinion of th
e CIOC Team that Comet ISON is no
w behaving like a sungrazing come
t. We can not comment on whe ther
the nucleus is intact or not, but
our analyses indicate that its ra
te of brigh tening is directly in
line with that we have experience
d with other sungrazing comets. T
his has no implication on its cha
nces of survival. We strongly enc
ourage all professional solar obs
ervatories who have plans in plac



e for observing the comet, to ple
ase do so, and the teams should p
lan for an object brighter than n
egative one magnitude (and we are
being conservative on this estima
te). Today's tl;dr is somewhat up
b eat: we don't know if ISON will
surv ive, and we won't know until
it either does it or vaporizes. B
ut the comet is still "alive" and
brightening dramatically in accor
dance with the behavior we expect
of sungrazers. Since entering the
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Filliou our fellow hats!
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even rank.
how to waltz?
how do we know?
when to waltz?
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the 400,000 most frequent english words, translated into french, part 1
__________________________________________________________
Le 400 000 mots anglais les plus fréquents - 1ère partie maison

est et dans une n'est pas vous i de l' être , il lui son mais pour ce qui est par sur à elles avec
laquelle elle ou de eu , nous aurons un été un si ce serait qui lui a là deux peuvent tous étaient
certains de leur les comme le font a déclaré que son propos sur alors le temps me vient
maintenant lui quand pourrait mon votre plus fait aussi des gens pas tout en première comme
seule autre nouvelle peut devrait de manière ceux-ci , car bien que nous soyons combien ouais
là où par le biais de trois must er ans si bonne encore propre année en baisse sait même trop
les obtenir aller voir ne va ici oui gouvernement beaucoup après oh nous pourrions durer erm
même jour de l'homme font un autre monde a parti social dans grand fait quatre quelque chose
de cas de l'argent à la maison locale faite sur une partie différente a l'école pris pense pouvoir le
plus important système groupe mr fin de travail voit vraiment vieux quartier toujours cinq choses
de nuit john dit cependant tout fait chaque national sous droit venu sans jamais les enfants
contre la prochaine maison des membres tête souvent à la fois hors prendre avant utilisation
donnée des femmes de la vie de nouveau utilisées compagnie de six bien nombre peut-être
mieux côté commencé jeunes se jours dans les pays de l'entreprise deuxième pourquoi ca dire
déjà tous les hommes la semaine londres signifier plus tard, donner judiciaires d'autres encore
intérêt fait publique a eu chose britannique que si le problème de voiture problèmes de portes
de rien de la famille de la main jusqu'à ce que durant information sur l'eau angleterre presque
conseil petits services grand travail de recherche placer le point le développement obtenir
disponibles suffisamment guerre de livre mm suis depuis chambre pensait petite dizaine
viennent réel plein millions de corps veulent avoir une meilleure voix politique mois moins mme
possible bureau de police ainsi que l'éducation rien de particulier bretagne ligne capable action
de l'État grand nom de haute question de position aujourd'hui jamais se faire face regardant à
travers rapport semble trouver scie période majeurs fois faire marché de longues mots en
utilisant les zones donné la société de service femme décision probablement la mère plutôt
personne connue , parfois politique elle-même économique semble formulaire dire spécial
effectivement détecter les yeux de plusieurs processus de santé de l'effet de la mort est devenu
doivent donc matin international savait centre de preuves est la loi type âge davantage de
personnel regarder susceptibles enfant alimentaire habituellement moment sur les entreprises
vers comité idée de communauté de ministre de quelqu'un d' industrie de tri au niveau du taux
de l'aide il ya hier esprit certaine route gone autre prenant autorité ainsi regardé loin
particulièrement générale elle-même la moitié difficiles père programme siècle air centaine de
minutes à valeur libre afin notamment mot étude claire peu d'entre tableau principal de
commande similaire plus simplement la raison de n'importe troisième point de vue de garder
l'équipe de premier résultat derrière tout autour de type heures centrales véritable gestion des
parcours terrestres noir de travail des travailleurs de l'histoire a trouvé un soutien bien loin en
effet certainement en scène d'anciens patients sept pays change language cos blanc dieu cas
des groupes de cours acte nécessaire vingt mains de l'église décision membre divers rôles dont
le service commun club anglais le commerce de données vient situation exigeait de classe
fournissent ville rend fr demandé conditions posées expérience prix fiscal question ville épouse



les parents récente mauvaise sûr européen en particulier dit papier feutre soins ouvert tout
grand voulu b nature section des systèmes de lit sous réserve privée qui cause finalement la
qualité wo repos europe change étudiants mois conditions fois david financiers façons figurent
dire laisser lettre étrangère malgré unique bientôt na coûter amis sol gon structure avril
secrétaire de fille jeu de chacun forte va pratiquer coeur de la musique précédente montré
approche semaines selon résumé, que la théorie ami personnel des écoles par champ à venir
royale naturel garçon à l'hôpital juin simples essayant accord signifie huit pression sur le revenu
américain près de droits de gestionnaire des bases modernes au-dessus des études d'histoire
de la banque deviennent union de la connaissance à l'ouest de neuf production artistique
normale exemple demander de beaucoup de succès pieds livres croissance des cheveux
pauvres donnant autorités m'aimer dernière série modèle uni juridique a tenu compte France la
sécurité de mouvement de chapitre récemment Performance Veuillez questions d'analyse
humaine spécifique grave à la suite attention nord activités informatiques de perte de fils soit
payer espace dr mal parties actuels du pétrole taille choix nouvelles soirée ensemble
environnement essayer quand même apporter des raisons tout au long de la propriété c
incendie sud premiers, ni importants détails de toute évidence la relation beau couple mari de
projet se sentir juillet défense a montré originale désolé activité st montant de réunion
-de-chaussée de la population de monsieur parties différence peter concernés comprennent
soudainement taux de hasard de directeur de comportement été des relations ecosse george
paul livres de bit résultats travail armée matériau prend contrat à l'extérieur tourné questions
allemagne près de belles niveaux de la liste de l'énergie des effets heure est rouge congé de
schéma approprié saison unité spectacle heureux conscient bâtiment rencontrent peut-être le
traitement de la technologie de parler industrielle chiffres de la rue de l'événement de bas avant
gauche rapidement fenêtre delà de la date de l'image formation à la vente de mer seigneur
facile filles sang de dossier professionnel de base croient merci terme de points présents mur
style de placement octobre morts économie des ressources intérêts exactement les produits de
produits tasse de mars, le Parlement réponse conception circonstances york sauf forces de
couleurs des professeurs place des conseils de succès richard entendre événements emplois
d'idées donne généralement des numéros mesure militaire village de la science coûts d'armes
michael boutique miles mille jeu vaut irlande suit les prix des lignes de l'emploi de l'occasion
vous pêcher dur amérique s'est titre de la page l'application du plan janvier ah populaire est
mort ceux à risque de faible force james déclaration de la conférence individuel tôt commencer
essais traditionnels biens rondes bien penser pièce de fille complète la difficulté de capacité
septembre sam. film importance responsable de l'opération de lecture directe de conversation
prêts existants presse a la paix est tombé normes de bouche degré décembre écrite bras de
président efficace retenir capitale semble charles écossais acheter trente couru demain utile
considérable entendu espèces d'arrêt accès à la télévision ont apporté des méthodes de charge
perdus besoins indépendants bébé élection comté de galles motif majorité concurrence de
novembre laissant
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